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Our  Identity  as  Homo Sapiens  Threatened by  Synthetic  Biology,  Humans  Fiddle  While
Humanity Burns, Will It be Near-Term Death or Transhuman Slavery?

By Robert J. Burrowes, July 01, 2024

Confronted by a multidimensional, highly coordinated attack on our humanity – our identity
as Homo Sapiens, our freedom and even our existence – most humans retreat in fear. And,
in this state, people are incapable of resisting.

WEF’s Klaus Schwab Crossing the Line on Sexual Harassment and Discrimination. Exposed
by WSJ

By Peter Koenig, July 01, 2024

Sexual harassment is less surprising, if you know that the WEF’s Davos meeting every year
in January, converts Davos into one huge luxury bordello. Local businesses and populations
complain that the WEF meetings are harming Davos’s reputation.

Trump Advisers Present Plan to Push Ukraine Into Peace Talks with Russia

By Ahmed Adel, July 01, 2024

The advisors of former US President Donald Trump have prepared a plan to cut support for
Ukraine if Kiev continues to refuse negotiations with Russia and if the billionaire wins this
year’s presidential election.
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Israeli Plan to Prevent a Palestinian State

By Steven Sahiounie, July 01, 2024

The plan to steal the West Bank is fully supported by Netanyahu, and forms a basis for the
current right-wing Jewish extremist coalition keeping Netanyahu in power, and out of jail.

Orwell’s “Two Minutes of Hate”, False Flags, The Deaths of Children … and the Escalation of
Warfare

By Mark Taliano, July 01, 2024

Fabricated atrocity stories serve the same purpose as Orwell’s “Two Minutes of Hate” in his
novel,  1984.  These  carefully  crafted  theatrics  engineer  an  artificial  “consent”  amongst
credulous audiences for real atrocities committed by their governments and its agencies
against prey countries and their citizens.

Assange’s Return to Australia: The Resentment of the Hacks

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, July 01, 2024

Julian Assange of WikiLeaks fame is now back in the country of his birth, having endured
conditions of captivity ranging from cramped digs in London’s Ecuadorian embassy to the
maximum-security facilities of Belmarsh Prison. 

Putin: The Protector of Ukraine

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, July 01, 2024

Has anyone noticed that Putin is conducting his “limited military operation,” by which he
means limited to Donbas and the former Russian territories that are again part of Russia, as
a response to US/NATO/Ukrainian initiatives?
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